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2Previous: Rick Leong, Swell, 2019

Towards a 
Mechanics of 
Drowning

I experienced the sea theatrically before I ever tasted salt water 

on my lips. A multitude of movies that kept me up too late in my 

formative years so often incorporated vast bodies of water as either 

integral parts of the plot or as lubricant to keep the narrative flowing. 

The five paintings that comprise Rick Leong’s latest body of work, 

Swell, could easily be read as film strips—the colours of one canvas 

bleed into another, hinting at a sequence from horizon to shore, or 

from trough to peak. The vertical streaks Leong employs as a way 

of further alluding to motion in this static medium trick me, over 

and over, into some filmic nonplace, like rain on a window pane. 

Narrative has a way of folding itself into flat planes. This story rolls 

and rolls, lulls and then crashes, only to find calm as I slowly make 

my way through Empty Gallery. 

Swell is held together by the horizon; a call to look and to wander, 

though we remain transfixed, immobile between the road and the 

ocean, so often not going toward it but experiencing it closer and 

closer as it comes to you; a reversal of the world order. 

The thing about waves is they create a false sense that they could 

be something other than the water, but they never fully divorce 

themselves from where they originate… even as mist, rising, or the 

crash along the shore line, it remains water in disguise. The wild 

cousin at Thanksgiving is still your cousin. Your fingers reaching for 

a lover or a laptop, arthritic or not, will never not be your fingers. 

Water is always water.
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Light reflects off echoes of pooled water about to crest and the 

black sky turns blue as waves morph mauve and shore becomes 

beach; day ebbs to night and we begin.

How many films capitalize from the play of moonlight off the 

a calm water? An insurgent, just barely below the surface, skims 

their way to a target; a woman in a boat paddles her way from an 

island under the cover of darkness, the oar slowly breaks through 

from air to water and back again; a fish jumps; nothing and 

everything happens all at once.

On the first nice day this spring I walked the Songhees Trail 

that winds its way along the shoreline from Upper to Outer Victoria 

Harbour. The only ripples in the water came from stubby boats 

that taxi tourists one side to the next. Without waves you begin to 

remember the half-life that bisects this world. As above, so below. 

One tourist attempts to capture the tiny thrill of this ride and 

unintentionally sacrifices her cellphone to the stillness between 

the wake. A narrative is ignited only to be thwarted. Some movies 

crash on location. 

Rick Leong, Moonrise, 2019

PART ONE: 
Moonrise
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Suspense can be implied through the acute dislocation of 

place: How we hide where we are in order to dream of where we 

might go. How we syphon a larger version of place into something 

more manageable in order to trick ourselves into thinking we’re 

not quite there even though we agree we’re not yet here either. The 

shore gets in the way of this part of the story, and so do away with 

it; crop it out. No shore, no beach, no cliff-face, only blue purple 

water slushing into mauve sky with streaky squeegee rain to make 

this nowhere. It’s always raining, except for when it’s about to, 

or when it has just finished. Cropping is both in-between and 

precise, but begins to complicate the direction of the water… is it 

ascending only to fall, or has it fallen so much that everything else 

must rise?

A documentarian began, sometime in the 1940s, filming the 

water under moonlight. Looking to disprove some of what was 

long thought and hoisted upon so many: she wanted the world to 

know there wouldn’t be pull on the tides with the high moon. That 

this wouldn’t, in turn, affect her own inner landscape. She shot 

Rick Leong, The Distance Between Us, 2019

PART TWO: 
The Distance Between Us
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nothing but often calm waters below the waxing and waning of 

that big circle in every one of its eight permutations, never fully 

believing in the wolf moon or the blood moon or the harvest 

moon or any other them and instead relying on the water as its 

own autonomous body, whose enormity would be used to drown 

so many of her sisters for so many egregious reasons for so many 

centuries.

On the trail that leads to Long Beach near Tofino, there 

are plaques that offer the history of the area, including how the 

Ha’wiih (Hereditary Chiefs) would have visitors arriving by boat 

wait in the water until an invitation was extended to come ashore. 

Cropped: not an enemy not yet a guest; a distance between, before 

precision can even be felt.

Rick Leong, Installation view: Swell (left), Sunset (right),  2019
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The narrative, such as it is, turns grey and 

white, with layers of underpainting onto which 

the story is built; waves as scaffolding; waves 

as macrocosm; waves like gossip and drunk-

tumbling home; waves as bedding but never 

enough to do anything but hold you down. 

Silent until we remember the gorgeous sound 

of violent waters.

Even though it was produced by Netflix, 

I saw the critically acclaimed, multi-award 

winning Roma by Alfonso Cuarón in theatres 

on a rainy winter evening because I was told 

I had to listen to the film. Yes, Roma is a film 

not just to watch but to hear. In particular there 

is a scene where the live-in maid to a wealthy 

Mexican family finds herself nearly drowned 

at the beach attempting to save the children 

in her charge. Crashing black and white waves 

filled the theatre screen while my ears welled 

with violent sounds of the ocean as I held my 

breath in suspense. 

M tells me somewhere before a kiss 

goodbye about submerging himself in a lake 

during a monsoon somewhere in Central 

America, and I wonder if this is what drowning 

feels like. The cacophony of water coming at 

you from all directions when it hasn’t rained in 

weeks as he describes; in disguise as oxygen, 

as attention, as a kiss I think. I return to my 

apartment high above the shoaling shores and 

read that enormous bodies of water, previously 

unexplored, have been making themselves 

known:  A deposit of water estimated to be twice 

the size of Lake Ontario was recently found 

laying six hundred feet below the seafloor and 

spans hundreds of miles from New Jersey to 

Massachusetts. There is a lake that researchers 

postulate formed 15,000 years ago, underneath 

Montreal. Scientists say the notoriously dry 

continent of Africa is sitting on a vast reservoir 

of groundwater. They argue that the total 

volume of water in aquifers underground is 

one hundred times the amount found on the 

desert surface, waiting to swell into a heroic or 

terrifying presence.

PART THREE: 
Swell
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Here, form carries over more pronounced than colour; 

striations emanate from the horizon, peach becomes grey 

becomes orange becomes blue becomes purple, pink, dusty rose. 

Whitecaps appear as a referent more than a perfect rendition, this 

is allusion.

A nine-year-old Christina Ricci (playing Cher’s daughter, Kate 

Flax in 1990’s Mermaids) trains herself to hold her breath in the 

bathtub to achieve her swimming goals. The movie climaxes with 

an inebriated Kate falling into a frozen lake. Though she survives, 

her hero’s journey is undermined by her older sister, whose story 

this really is. Sometimes we catch the surf, other times the tsunami.

During a road trip up island in February, S and I stood silent, 

looking at violent waves smashing into huge boulders that bookend 

Long Beach. Months later we sheepishly, but only as sheepish as 

good friends can be after surviving life-altering milestones (which 

is to say, more of a grinning acknowledgement than a shy one) 

that we had each, individually, contemplated wading into those 

inhospitable tides to embrace the possibility of no tomorrow. 

Suicide is never as romantic as the sea, but by the time you really 

figure that out, you won’t care what shore your severed left foot 

washes onto. An invitation to come ashore is the exact opposite of 

an incantation to breech the waves. A film reel played in reverse 

and sideways.

Rick Leong, Sunset, 2019

PART FOUR: 
Sunset
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In a similar temporal disorientation, Creep acts as a bookend 

to Moonrise, where black sky begins to set in, or return. A calmness 

coalesces into cool blues, grey, white pools of breakwater, before 

this crisp blackness signifying the finale… Swell might take the 

lion’s share of this story, leaving Creep the harder job of wrapping 

it all up— something over which credits might run, but there are 

no credits at the end of this dream.

A young couple—teenage boys—feel each other up under the 

weight of winter coats in the frozen prairies far from the ocean 

but in a movie theatre playing Titanic, as melted snow pools from 

their boots and slides down the slope of the cement floor while 

Kathy Bates, playing a nouveau-riche industrialist parlays her 

boisterous way through an all-too-couth dinner someplace in the 

Atlantic. Rivulets are to daydreams what waves are to nightmares. 

A tiny drop of wine tears its way down the glass stem, staining the 

white table cloth after a momentary turbulence mid-conversation. 

The old cliché, ninety percent of the iceberg is below the water’s 

surface. That couple continued to find one another in the dark 

PART FIVE: 
Creep
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for decades, until what was below sunk what was above. To find 

themselves on the other side was not an option… sewing water 

granules back together only happens in memory.

Just as we are running out of options, some are finding potential 

salvation in these ancient waters. A mega-tsunami drowned Mars 

and left a seventy-five-mile-wide scar. A desert lake. A forgotten 

canal beneath the city. And all of the rest that we can actually see, 

often times way too close.

The exhibition Leong has assembled shifts slightly in tone as 

it does in perspective, lingering on a unified subject of the sea. 

To be in the land of landscape painting, but to deny the land is a 

tricky and bold move. This thwarting of the western canon is how 

a swell—a series of mechanical waves that propagate along the 

interface between water and air—becomes a shield on which to 

raft yourself against five hundred year old hegemonies. The option 

becomes to drown yourself rather than to live in fire.

Even with those movies I recall to attempt to make sense 

of Swell, I want to think of that filmmaker who only shot the 

still ocean, editing together one long work—a portrait of the 

graveyard—a solitary single version of the reel exists and it is 

slowly but surely fading over time; disappearing out of protest. 

It too will burn.

— Kegan McFadden
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